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Content of the presentation

• Digital Inland Waterway Area (DINA)

• RIS standards / RIS Directive
Digital Inland Waterway Area – DINA & DMN (1/2)

• Digital space for inland waterway transport, supporting new digital-driven innovations for IWT
• More efficient fleet management and navigation for barge operators
• Improved management and use of waterway infrastructure (traffic, lock operations)
• Improved visibility for users of inland waterway transport and intermodal hubs, allowing for more efficient processes
• Reduced administrative burden for compliance with safety requirements (e.g. dangerous goods, statistics, certification of vessels, Manning and crew qualifications).
Digital Inland Waterway Area – DINA & DMN (2/2)

• DINA taskforce established
• First taskforce meeting - April 2016
• Second taskforce meeting – June 2016
• Third taskforce meeting – Nov 2016 (indicative)
• Results – beginning of 2017
Revision of the four RIS standards to be issued by the European Commission - Next steps (1/2)

• Further updates of the RIS standards by the Expert Groups during last week ('RIS week')

• Screening/redrafting by DG MOVE - ongoing

• Preparation for adoption process – ongoing

• Included in EC's work programme for 2016 (tbc)

• Opportunity to provide legal basis for RIS index through revision of RIS standards
Thank you for your attention!